
Election Reformers Network
Big Picture: The Vision Guiding our Work on Election Reform
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Why U.S. democracy is in trouble – a global perspective

*In most states
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Why U.S. democracy is in trouble – a global perspective

*In most states

• Winner-take-all under-represents minority views 
generally; our version can under-represent the majority

• The combination of winner-take-all voting and partisan 
involvement in election administration means parties can 
lock in control, particularly at the state level
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Preserving the Good Parts of American Exceptionalism 

• Some of the elements unique to our democracy have huge benefits:
• We hold elections at an exceptionally wide range of government levels, which increases 

representation and accountability.

• Our congressional system creates more meaningful roles for all legislators, including minority party 
members.

• Our culture of representation and constituent service is exceptional.

• State and local authority provide for checks on central government and room for experimentation 
in the “laboratories of democracy.”

• Probably not unrelated: we lead the world in tax compliance, in philanthropy, 
and in civic organization creation.

Carefully designed reform can address the problems with our 
system while maintaining our strengths.



Some Impacts of our “Compounded Winner-Take-All” 
Voting System

Primaries that empower the extremes

115th Congress measured by ideology

The Presidency decided in a few states

Presidential Campaign Visits, 2016
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Our rules result in members elected to 
Congress with more extreme views than the 
vast majority of voters in their districts

Source: Fairvote



Some Impacts of Partisan Administration and Rule Making

Example: Brian Kemp, 
simultaneously candidate for 

governor and state election chief

22 other secretaries of state had 
effectively the same conflict of 

interest in 2018

Gerrymandering

Example: Maryland’s 3rd

Congressional District

Conflicts of InterestBallot Access Battles

The basics of voting are 
fought over in the U.S. 

much more than in other 
established democracies
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Foley, Edward B. Ballot Battles: The History of Disputed Elections in the United States, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016) Page 49.

We got here mostly through historical accident

• Winner-take-all was the only available technology when we started voting in the 1600s. 
There’s been a lot of innovation since.

• The Founders believed they could write “factions” out of our 
system. This “naïve belief”  led to the absence of a defined 
roles for parties, little barrier to partisan control of 
administration, and to the Electoral College.

• Others countries coming later to democracy accepted 
political parties, and limited their role.

1

1



Reasons for Urgency
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U.S Elections rank last among all Western 
Democracies in Electoral Integrity.
Source: Electoral Integrity Project

The U.S. ranks 90th out of 112 countries in 
confidence in the honesty of elections.

Source: Gallup Polls

•42% in each party view the 
opposition as “downright evil.”
•1 in 5 Republicans and 

Democrats agree their 
adversaries “lack the traits to 
be considered fully human.”

“Lethal Mass Partisanship,” Jan. 2019

“Our political system has 
become the major 
barrier to solving nearly 
every important 
challenge our nation 
needs to address.” 

Katherine Gehl and Michael Porter, 
“Why Competition in the Politics 

Industry is Failing America,” 2017 

“The preferences of 
average Americans 
appear to have a near 
zero impact on public 
policy .” 

Page and Gilens, 2014

https://www.electoralintegrityproject.com/eip-blogs/2017/1/7/its-even-worse-than-the-news-about-north-carolina-american-elections-rank-last-among-all-western-democracies
http://news.gallup.com/poll/196976/update-americans-confidence-voting-election.aspx


Democracy is Being Massively Outspent
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Sources: Open Secrets (campaign spending includes outside electioneering spend); Leadership Now Project for estimate of total 501c3 
spend in Democracy Market; 501c3 spend on democracy protection and reform is ERN estimate derived from survey of 990 filings

• Only .1% of US philanthropy goes to our most important asset, our democracy
• Spending for partisan purpose is 100x spending on democracy protection & reform

$40bn

$.4bn

$410b
n

"Democracy Market" Democracy Protection and
Reform

US Philanthropy

Lobbying Campaign spending Estimated 501c3 spending



Reasons for Optimism
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2018 was an amazing year for election reform:

• 13 major reform ballot initiatives won with 66% total support; the most wins since 1971

• Tens of thousands of volunteers participated in the largest mobilization of 
citizen democratic activism in US history
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State Reform Overall 
% Yes 

% Yes in counties 
Trump won by >25 pts

“Trump Counties”
Won

Colorado Independent redistricting 71% 69% 32 of 34

Ohio Independent redistricting 75% 69% 68 of 68

Michigan Automatic voter registration, no excuse 
absentee voting, election  day registration 67% 58% 47 of 50

Missouri Redistricting, lobbying reform, campaign 
finance reform 62% 57% 75 of 109

Florida Voting rights for felons 65% 56% 38 of 44

Michigan Independent redistricting 61% 52% 34 of 50

Maryland Election day registration 67% 50% 9 of 13

Total across all 12 states with reform ballot initiatives: 66% 56% 63%

Bipartisan Support for Reform 

Source: Election Reformers Network
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Reforms to reduce partisan involvement in election 
administration and redistricting:

Reforms to make our voting system more 
representative:

Some Promising Reforms

United States
• Ranked Choice Voting 

• Reforms that increase participation such as 
early voting & vote by mail

• Amendment to allow controls on election 
fundraising and spending

• Ending winner-take-all allocation to the 
Electoral College

• Multi-member districts for House of 
Representatives elections

• Expanding the House of Representatives

• Independent Redistricting

• Automatic Voter Registration

• Secretary of State Reform

• Voter ID Assistance
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Reforms to reduce partisan involvement in 
election administration and redistricting:

Reforms to make our voting system more 
representative:

What we’ve worked on so far

United States
• Ranked Choice Voting 

• Reforms that increase participation such as 
early voting & vote by mail

• Amendment to allow controls on election 
fundraising and spending

• Ending winner-take-all allocation to the 
Electoral College

• Multi-member districts for House of 
Representatives elections

• Expanding the House of Representatives

• Independent Redistricting

• Automatic Voter Registration

• Secretary of State Reform

• Voter ID Assistance



ERN’s differentiation
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� Focus on democratic institution-building
– U.S. reform is highly voter-centric; our background emphasized the key role of institutions, such as 

political parties and election administrations. Examples from our work: articles and research 
demonstrating the benefits of ranked choice voting for both parties.

� International perspective
– The U.S. is exceptional, but reference to the world of democracies can generate valuable insight. 

Example from our work: recognizing that the U.S. secretary of state system is a huge anomaly, and a 
neglected area for reform.

� Emphasis on solutions with broad political backing
– Many reform groups are dismissive of the concerns of the other side. Example from our work: 

Promoting a middle ground reform for the electoral college



We Need Your Support!


